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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we implement and publicly share a configurable soft-
ware workflow and a collection of gold standard datasets for train-
ing and evaluating supervised query refinement methods. Existing
datasets such as AOL andMSMARCO, which have been extensively
used in the literature, are based on the weak assumption that users’
input queries improve gradually within a search session, i.e., the
last query where the user ends her information seeking session is
the best reconstructed version of her initial query. In practice, such
an assumption is not necessarily accurate for a variety of reasons,
e.g., topic drift. The objective of our work is to enable researchers
to build gold standard query refinement datasets without having to
rely on such weak assumptions. Our software workflow, which gen-
erates such gold standard query datasets, takes three inputs: (1) a
dataset of queries along with their associated relevance judgements
(e.g. TREC topics), (2) an information retrieval method (e.g., BM25),
and (3) an evaluation metric (e.g., MAP), and outputs a gold standard
dataset. The produced gold standard dataset includes a list of revised
queries for each query in the input dataset, each of which effec-
tively improves the performance of the specified retrieval method
in terms of the desirable evaluation metric. Since our workflow
can be used to generate gold standard datasets for any input query
set, in this paper, we have generated and publicly shared gold stan-
dard datasets for TREC queries associated with Robust04, Gov2,
ClueWeb09, and ClueWeb12. The source code of our software work-
flow, the generated gold datasets, and benchmark results for three
state-of-the-art supervised query refinement methods over these
datasets are made publicly available for reproducibility purposes.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Query suggestion.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Query refinement is a core component of many keyword-based re-
trieval methods, which is intended to improve retrieval performance
by expanding, revising, or rewriting a given query. The objective
of query refinement is to deduce the intent of the users’ query
and then formulate an alternative set of queries in order to fill the
semantic gap between the input query and that of the documents.
More recently, neural based models have received more attention
for performing the supervised query refinement task [16, 25, 38].
Such approaches require high-quality training data to learn transla-
tions from the user query to an improved revised query. Different
datasets such as AOL1 and MS MARCO 2 have been adopted in the
literature, which mostly include session-based search history of
users. A brief summary of these datasets is included in Table 1.

One of the underlying assumptions of existing work when using
a historical session-based sequence of user queries is that the last
query in the session is the best refinement of the initial query,
primarily because the expectation is that a user would gradually
refine her query over successive attempts to find related content
within the same session. However, while this assumption has not
been sufficiently confirmed in the literature, neither empirically nor
theoretically, it is easy to provide intuitive examples invalidating
this assumption. Table 2 shows five such examples from real-world
user search sessions extracted from the MS MARCO dataset where
the last query clearly is not a better refinement of the initial one.
For instance in the first example, the query ‘what is Tanzania’ is
not an appropriate refinement of the query ‘is Sicily part of Italy’
since the initial query and the last query point to totally different
search intents. As shown, it is probable that the user changes her
intent during a session to explore information about other topics
as a result of topic drift or change in search intent. For instance, in
the fifth example, the user starts off by searching about sharks but

1In September 2006, a lawsuit was filed against AOL dataset in the U.S. District Court
of California. Therefore, there are some ethical issues in using this dataset.
2https://microsoft.github.io/msmarco/
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Table 1: Datasets used in the state-of-the-art for training and evaluating supervised query refinement methods.

Dataset Name Size Publicly Available Citations

AOL 16M queries
3M sessions Yes [38], [21], [11], [1], [12], [37], [40], [30], [31], [8], [35], [7], [6],

[5], [19], [34], [10], [15], [20], [11], [13]
MS MARCO 1M queries Yes [1], [40], [6], [5]

Yahoo Search Engine 4M queries
549K sessions No [25]

Tencent website 160M queries No [17], [16]

"Baidu Knows" Website 85K pairs of
(question, best answer) No [27]

later switches to searching about dogs, which shows gradual topic
drift revolving around the abstract concept of animals.

For this reason, we believe that a gold standard dataset of queries
is required that would not rely on the weak assumption of gradual
query improvement within the same session. Rather, each query
should be pairedwith one ormore revised queries that is guaranteed
to improve retrieval performance compared to the initial query. We
call such a revised query an improved revised query.

To produce such gold standard datasets, we propose a config-
urable software workflow that takes as input: (1) a dataset of queries
along with their associated relevance judgements, e.g., TREC topics,
(2) an information retrieval (IR) method, e.g., BM25, and (3) an IR
evaluation metric, e.g., Mean Average Precision (MAP), and outputs
a dataset that includes a list of improved revised queries for each of
the queries in the input dataset. This is accomplished in two main
steps. First, a host of state-of-the-art unsupervised query refine-
ment techniques are implemented to systematically generate a large
number of candidate queries for each input query. Second, these
candidate queries are evaluated based on how they improve the
performance of the given IR method, and those candidate queries
that provide improvement compared to the input query are selected
to be part of the gold standard query dataset.

Using this configurable software workflow, we have produced
a family of gold standard datasets, collectively called ReQue (Re-
fining Queries). We have publicly shared the code, the associated
executable workflow and the ReQue datasets3. The advantages
of our work are twofold: (1) our implementation of the proposed
software workflow can be used by community members to auto-
matically generate new gold standard datasets for any input query
dataset and its associated relevance judgements, and (2) we release
out of the box gold standard query datasets for Robust04, Gov2,
ClueWeb09 and ClueWeb12 corpora and their associated TREC top-
ics. The contributions of our work can be enumerated as follows:
(1) We propose and publicly release the source code of a config-

urable software workflow for automatically generating gold
standard datasets for evaluating query refinement methods.
The process can be easily configured based on an input query
set, its associated relevance judgements, an IR method and an
evaluation metric. The process produces a gold standard that
ensures target revised queries improve the performance of the
IR method in terms of the evaluation metric and serve the same
purpose as that of the users’ search intent;

3https://github.com/hosseinfani/ReQue/tree/cikm2020resource

(2) While our configurable workflow is able to generate any gold
standard dataset, as a part of this paper, we released four gold
standard datasets for each input query dataset based on BM25,
BM25+RM3, QL and QL+RM3 as the IR methods and MAP as the
evaluation metric. The input datasets include the Robust04,
Gov2, ClueWeb09 (Category B) and ClueWeb12 (Category
B) corpora and their associated TREC topics.

(3) We apply and publicly share three strong state-of-the-art meth-
ods for supervised query refinement based on neural architec-
tures to serve as baseline performance for the released gold
standard datasets. This would improve reproducibility of the
research work on the shared gold standard datasets.

2 PROPOSEDWORKFLOW
In this section, we first describe our proposed configurable work-
flow for automatically generating gold standard datasets for the
supervised query refinement task. Then, we describe how we have
used this process to create the ReQue gold standard datasets. The
overview of our proposed workflow for generating gold standard
datasets is shown in Figure 1. The input of this workflow is a set
of queries Q as input dataset and their associated relevance judge-
ments, as well as an IR method and an evaluation metric. The output
of this process is a ranked list of revised queries for each query in
the input dataset, where each revised query effectively improves
the performance of the IR method in terms of the given evaluation
metric. The proposed workflow includes two main components: (1)
query generation, and (2) query evaluation, which are laid out in
detail in the following.

2.1 Query Generation
The purpose of this component is to generate a set of candidate
queries that have the potential to serve as improved revised queries.
The generation of candidate queries is accomplished by systemati-
cally applying a host of unsupervised query refinement techniques
for each query in the input dataset. Formally, in this step, given a
query 𝑞 ∈ Q, a list of candidate queries C𝑞 is generated as follows:

C𝑞 =
⋃
𝑠∈S

𝑠 (𝑞) (1)

where S is a set of unsupervised query refinement techniques that
can generate a revised query for a query 𝑞. Therefore, given a set of
queries Q, the output of this step is a list of pairs {(𝑞, C𝑞) |𝑞 ∈ Q}
each of which is a query 𝑞 and its candidate revised queries C𝑞 .
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Table 2: Sample search sessions fromMSMARCO dataset. For each session, the consecutive queries are enclosed in [] symbols.

# User Session Queries
1 [is sicily part of italy]→[is sri lanka part of africa]→[what are the maldives]→ [what is great barrier reef]→[what is tanzania]
2 [immutable, definition]→[define obliged]→[meaning of industrious]→[what do vocation mean]→[legal definition capricious]→

[definition of. contempt]→[definition of famine]→[meaning of obstinate]
3 [what is google classroom]→[synonym for commotion]→[missionaries definition]→[intersect definition]→

[types of intersecting lines]→[stimulus value definition]→[definition of system unit] →[destruction of lesions definition]→
[touch definition]→[top load washer machine]

4 [definition tangible]→[define translucent]→[astringent define]→[definition of retribution]→[define defined contribution]
5 [are great white shark endangered]→[german shepherd/labrador]→[australian shepherd price]→[longevity of boston terrier]→

[cost for cairn terrier]→[is chihuahua a dog]

Figure 1: Overview of our proposed workflow.

We have implemented and integrated a host of query refinement
techniques to represent S for query generation. Figure 2. shows
the classification of these techniques based on the type of analysis
they perform on the input query [3]. In the following, we briefly
describe these techniques which are classified into twomain groups:
(1) global analysis techniques and (2) local analysis techniques.

2.1.1 Global Analysis Techniques. In the global analysis techniques,
only the initial query terms are considered for revising the query.
The techniques belonging to this group can be broadly classified into
three approaches on the basis of the query terms and data sources:
(1) linguistic, (2) corpus-based, and (3) web-based approaches.

Linguistic Approach. This approach uses different lexical, syn-
tactic and semantic features of the query terms and term relation-
ships to revise a given query. Among these features lie word stems,
which have shown to be effective in query refinement techniques
by reducing the word to its root word. We have used different
algorithms including Krovetz, Lovins, PaiceHusk, Porter, Porter2,
SRemoval, Trunc4, and Trunc54 [36] to stem the initial query terms.
4https://github.com/xandaschofield/stemmers

Figure 2: Classification of different unsupervised query re-
finement techniques used in the query generation compo-
nent.

We have also included semantic analysis techniques that use
an external source of linguistic knowledge, like a thesaurus, to
extract related terms to the initial query terms. Given the related
terms, we revise the initial query by adding the related terms to the
query or replacing each query term with its identified related terms.
To find the related terms, we use four different semantic analysis
techniques, including: (1) WordNet-based, which works based on
the synonymy relations defined in WordNet [33]; (2) ConceptNet
that uses ConceptNet5, as a freely-available relational semantic
network, to understand the meaning of the query terms [18] and
use the related concepts of the query terms as the related terms to
refine the query; (3) A word sense disambiguation technique [39],
which resolves the ambiguity of query terms by applying Pywsd6
and then uses the synonyms of the query terms as the related terms
for query refinement, and (4) Word embedding-based method that
uses pre-trained word embeddings to find the most similar terms to
the query terms for query refinement [23]. In our implementation,
we utilize two pre-trained models including GloVe7 and FastText8.

Corpus-based Approach. This approach uses statistical analy-
sis to extract the co-occurrence relationship between the words at
different granularities, e.g., sentences, paragraphs and the whole

5http://conceptnet.io/
6https://github.com/alvations/pywsd
7https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
8https://fasttext.cc/
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document, in a large corpus, and then, uses these learnt relation-
ships to revise the query terms. In our implementation, we use
two possible techniques including: (1) Term Clustering [9] and (2)
Concept Clustering [32].

To apply term clustering, we first build a graph based on the
co-occurrence relationship between the terms mentioned in the
documents of the corpus. This graph is clustered using the Louvain
method [4] such that each cluster includes a set of most frequently
co-occurred terms. Finally, to revise the initial query, we select
the most related terms from the clusters to which the initial query
terms belong. We follow the same approach to apply the concept
clustering technique, however, instead of using document terms to
build the graph, we first annotate the documents with the concepts
defined in DBpedia, using TAGME [14]. Then, those concepts are
clustered based on their co-occurrence. Further, the query is also
annotated and the most related concepts from the clusters to which
the initial query concepts belong are selected to revise the query. In
both term clustering and concept clustering techniques, given the
related terms/concepts, we revise the initial query once by adding
the related terms/concepts to the query, and then by replacing each
query term/concept with its related terms/concepts

Web-based Approach. The basic idea of this approach is to use
web information sources to expand a given query. Two possible
sources include: (1) Anchor texts [22] and 2) Wikipedia articles [2].

The anchor texts in web pages can be considered as a rich source
of information for query refinement as they provide a concise sum-
mary of the content of the target page they point to. In our im-
plementation, in order to utilize the information of anchor texts,
we first learn word vectors for all the words mentioned in the
Wikipedia anchor texts9 using the word2vec model [29]. Then,
given the learned vectors, the most similar terms to each query
term are identified for query refinement. Furthermore, in order
to utilize Wikipedia articles, we adopt the Hierarchical Category
Embedding (HCE) model [26], which is a pre-trained embedding
model on Wikipedia concepts that incorporates category hierar-
chies into concept embeddings. We refine a query by extracting the
most similar concepts to each query based on the Wikipedia HCE
embedding model. Finally, whether the source of data is anchor
texts or Wikipedia articles, the query is revised once by adding the
extracted similar terms/concepts to the initial query, and once by
replacing the initial query terms with similar terms/concepts.

2.1.2 Local Analysis Techniques. The idea behind local analysis is
that the terms present in the documents retrieved in response to
the initial query are relevant and can be utilized to revise the initial
query. Pseudo-relevance feedback is one such approach.

Pseudo-relevance Feedback Approach. This approach first
retrieves the relevant documents for the initial query, and then
uses these documents to compute implicit feedback, instead of
explicit feedback from the user. Then, the implicit feedback is used
to revise the query terms. Two possible techniques utilizing this
approach include: (1) Top documents technique, which uses the
most important terms from the top-𝑛 retrieved documents, and
(2) Document summaries technique [24], which summarizes the
retrieved documents, e.g., via clustering, and then selects the top-𝑛
terms from each cluster to be added to the initial query terms.
9https://wiki.dbpedia.org/downloads-2016-10#datasets

Table 3: The average number of improved revised queries for
each initial query.

Information Retrieval (IR) Method
BM25 BM25+RM3 QL QL+RM3

In
pu

tD
at
as
et Robust04 4.25 4.81 4.06 4.39

Gov2 2.49 2.73 2.15 2.6
ClueWeb09 1.44 1.96 1.67 2
ClueWeb12 1.81 2.14 1.57 2.02
ALL 2.72 3.17 2.61 2.98

Table 4: The averageMAP improvement rate (%) for each ini-
tial query.

Information Retrieval (IR) Method
BM25 BM25+RM3 QL QL+RM3

In
pu

tD
at
as
et Robust04 411.83 1,292.59 301.26 176.31

Gov2 104.31 205.87 101.77 342.14
ClueWeb09 945.22 824.70 1,751.58 1,817.08
ClueWeb12 196.77 296.21 159.38 857.90
ALL 467.61 783.7 652.62 778.01

Table 5: The percentage of impossible queries in each gold
standard dataset.

Information Retrieval (IR) Method
BM25 BM25+RM3 QL QL+RM3

In
pu

tD
at
as
et Robust04 0 0 0 0.46

Gov2 0.95 2.02 1.02 0.96
ClueWeb09 1.80 10 3.77 4.17
ClueWeb12 1.82 1.53 1.72 1.56
ALL 0.83 3.13 1.26 1.59

In our implementation of both techniques, i.e., top documents
and document summaries, we first use BM25 to retrieve the related
documents of the initial query from the corpus. Then, to apply
the top documents technique, we select the terms with the highest
TF-IDF scores from the top-10 retrieved documents and use these
terms to expand the initial query. Similarly, to apply the document
summaries technique, we represent each document as a TF-IDF
vector and revise the initial query by first clustering the retrieved
documents using Louvain method and then expanding the query
by adding the most important term of each cluster to the query.
While Figure 2 outlines the set of techniques that have been incorpo-
rated in the current implementation of our software workflow, it is
possible to easily extend it to add new techniques in the workflow.

2.2 Query Evaluation
Given an initial query 𝑞 ∈ Q, this component is intended to eval-
uate the candidate queries C𝑞 generated by the query generation
component, in order to select the most effective ones as the im-
proved revised queries. Given the relevance judgements for each
initial query, denoted by R𝑞 , the candidate queries are evaluated
based on how they improve the performance of a given IR method
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Table 6: The percentage of the best improved revised queries generated by each technique.

Linguistic Corpus-based Web-based Pseudo-relevance feedback
Stemming Analysis Semantic Analysis Term Clustering Concept Clustering Anchor text Wikipedia Top Documents Document Summaries

BM25 8.02 33.49 10.38 1.42 2.36 19.34 18.87 6.13
BM25+RM3 10.14 43.32 10.6 1.84 5.07 13.82 10.6 4.61
QL 6.07 28.5 12.15 2.8 1.87 22.9 16.82 8.88

Ro
bu

st
04

QL+RM3 7.44 39.53 12.09 1.86 4.19 19.07 10.7 5.12
BM25 5.71 23.81 12.38 5.71 3.81 23.81 15.24 9.52
BM25+RM3 9.09 41.41 5.05 4.04 3.03 28.28 3.03 6.06
QL 4.08 22.45 8.16 6.12 2.04 27.55 18.37 11.22G

ov
2

QL+RM3 10.58 37.5 11.54 5.77 5.77 19.23 5.77 3.85
BM25 1.8 32.43 10.81 0 1.8 29.73 10.81 12.61
BM25+RM3 3.08 39.23 7.69 0.77 3.85 30 9.23 6.15
QL 2.83 35.85 9.43 0 1.89 36.79 8.49 4.72

Cl
ue
W
eb
09

QL+RM3 2.5 46.67 6.67 0.83 2.5 28.33 7.5 5
BM25 3.64 18.18 12.73 0 1.82 40 16.36 7.27
BM25+RM3 7.69 38.46 13.85 0 3.08 26.15 4.62 6.15
QL 3.45 34.48 13.79 1.72 1.72 29.31 12.07 3.45

Cl
ue
W
eb
12

QL+RM3 6.25 42.19 6.25 1.56 1.56 31.25 7.81 3.12
BM25 5.12 28.93 11.27 1.73 2.43 26.22 15.43 8.87
BM25+RM3 7.55 41.05 9.04 1.74 4 23.30 7.73 5.58
QL 4.34 30.16 10.75 2.56 1.89 28.78 14.09 7.42A

LL

QL+RM3 6.53 41.51 9.59 2.36 3.67 23.49 8.32 4.53

Table 7: The average MAP improvement (%) for each best improved revised query generated by each technique.

Linguistic Corpus-based Web-based Pseudo-relevance feedback
Stemming Analysis Semantic Analysis Term Clustering Concept Clustering Anchor Text Wikipedia Top Documents Document Summaries

BM25 90.66 997.01 45.29 34.14 42.84 157.41 166.11 43.67
BM25+RM3 10,371.71 370.05 146.28 61.48 111.08 385.12 36.92 29.53
QL 93.32 757.81 68.69 281.93 43.32 154.3 143.2 34.9

Ro
bu

st
04

QL+RM3 126.59 168.83 83.33 162.64 92.32 393.67 61.65 28.75
BM25 62.28 100.61 33.93 77.36 37.28 248 46.32 21.24
BM25+RM3 47.02 286.58 40.77 231.16 13.11 242.6 2.06 12.32
QL 67.55 276.77 29.78 55.35 3.55 68.73 47.65 26.38G

ov
2

QL+RM3 219.73 701.28 35.12 113.67 34.15 206.51 17.57 34.05
BM25 34.47 1,216.66 83.46 0 62.68 1,752.62 66.41 50
BM25+RM3 36.26 284.12 100.06 1,965.06 782.45 2,133.92 42.56 28.95
QL 53.63 1,269.11 172.82 0 37.29 3,579.12 64.22 62.88

Cl
ue
W
eb
09

QL+RM3 38.02 991.61 291.74 5.28 85.65 4,869.17 59.4 47.33
BM25 914.81 94.89 83.82 0 13.17 269.79 148.68 60.88
BM25+RM3 1,992.88 167.17 103.44 0 90.7 200.12 52.36 77.41
QL 1,161.63 208.37 32.31 120 33.33 105.33 51.59 40.99

Cl
ue
W
eb
12

QL+RM3 10,138.82 307.35 11.36 62.5 132.73 238.72 37.18 115.71
BM25 186.26 738.81 59.27 28.77 43.08 648.65 109.47 43.13
BM25+RM3 4,009.31 298.63 104.34 632.94 278.995 827.81 33.27 32.52
QL 229.07 722.326 84.91 129.69 31.65 1,107.49 87.07 41.94A

LL

QL+RM3 1,551.56 537.79 122.26 92.88 83.72 1,610.14 48.06 47.62

with respect to an evaluation metric. Those candidates that pro-
vide the highest improvement are selected as the improved revised
queries for that initial query. As a result, this component has two
configuration parameters, i.e., an IR method 𝑟 and an evaluation
metric𝑚. Formally, for each pair (𝑞, C𝑞), given an IR method 𝑟 and
an evaluation metric𝑚, a list of improved revised queries G𝑞,𝑟𝑚 is
computed as follows:

G𝑞,𝑟𝑚 = {𝑞′ ∈ C𝑞 |𝑟𝑚 (𝑞′,R𝑞) > 𝑟𝑚 (𝑞,R𝑞)} (2)

where 𝑟𝑚 (𝑞,R𝑞) is the performance of the IR method 𝑟 over 𝑞, mea-
sured by the evaluation metric𝑚, and with respect to the relevance
judgments for query 𝑞, i.e., R𝑞 . Simply put, the elements in G𝑞,𝑟𝑚

are those queries 𝑞′ ∈ C𝑞 for which technique 𝑟 has retrieved better
results in comparison to the results it has retrieved using the initial

query 𝑞. The output of this step is a set of tuples {(𝑞,G𝑞,𝑟𝑚 ) |𝑞 ∈ Q}
for all the queries in the input query set.

In our implementation of the query evaluation component, we
have integrated Anserini [41], which provides efficient implemen-
tation of different IR methods and evaluation metrics.

3 REQUE DATASETS
To generate gold standard datasets, we applied our proposed soft-
ware workflow described in Section 2 on four representative ad-hoc
retrieval corpora, namely Robust04, Gov2, ClueWeb09 (Category
B) and ClueWeb12 (Category B) and their associated TREC top-
ics as input query datasets. For Robust04, TREC topics 301-450
and 601-650, for Gov2, topics 701-850, for ClueWeb09, topics 1-200,
and for ClueWeb12, topics 201-300 are used as the initial queries.
Further, we created a larger input query dataset, called ALL, by
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Table 8: The average number of improved revised queries for
each initial query belonging to each query type.

Hard Semi-hard Semi-easy Easy

A
LL

BM25 5.71 4.26 3.27 2.55
BM25+RM3 4.54 3.94 3.85 3.44
QL 4.75 3.56 3.64 3.4
QL+RM3 4.4 4.47 3.6 4.17

Table 9: The averageMAP improvement rate (%) for each ini-
tial query belonging to each query type.

Hard Semi-hard Semi-easy Easy

A
LL

BM25 1,588.59 109.94 46.82 19.91
BM25+RM3 3,155.43 132.29 51.98 14.54
QL 2,045.1 109.66 47.06 20.7
QL+RM3 1,334.4 253.36 41.86 7.53

combining all the queries of these datasets. Further, for each input
dataset, we have applied four different IR methods, namely BM25,
BM25+RM3, QL, QL+RM3 and one IR metric, i.e., MAP, which resulted
in a family of 4 × 1 × 5 = 20 gold standard datasets. In this section,
we discuss some statistics for these gold standard datasets.

The output of our workflow for each input query is a set of 𝑘
improved revised queries, each of which has retrieved better results
compared to the initial query in terms of MAP. Therefore, we first
investigate the average value of 𝑘 in the generated gold standard
datasets. The greater the average value of 𝑘 for a given dataset is,
the richer the resulting gold standard dataset would be. For each
gold standard dataset, the average value of 𝑘 is reported in Table 3.

The results demonstrate that, for all the information retrieval
methods, the TREC topics associated with Robust04 showed the
highest improvement where the average value of 𝑘 is greater than
4. This is followed by the ALL dataset where the average value of 𝑘
is greater than 2.5 for all the four information retrieval methods.
The richest gold standard dataset is associated with BM25+RM3 over
Robust04, where for each input query, our process resulted in,
on average, 4.81 improved revised queries with better MAP value
compared to the original query. Further, the lowest number of
average value for 𝑘 was observed on ClueWeb09 and BM25 where
for each input query, on average, 1.44 improved revised queries
are generated. This shows that even for the weakest gold standard
dataset, there is at least one improved query per input query in the
generated gold standard, which can be used to train and evaluate
supervised query refinement techniques.

To measure the quality of the resulting gold standard datasets for
training and evaluating supervised query refinement methods, not
only is the average number of improved revised queries for each
initial query important, but also the amount of MAP improvement
for each initial query is important. This is because it shows the
effectiveness of the gold standard dataset. Given the best improved
revised query for each initial query, we report the average of MAP
improvement rate for each gold standard dataset in Table 4.

As shown, the minimum value of MAP improvement rate is
greater than 100% for all the gold standard datasets, which means
even in the worst case, the best improved revised query for an

initial query almost doubled the performance of the corresponding
IR method in terms of MAP. Further, there are three gold standard
datasets for which the average MAP improvement rate is greater
than 1, 000%, meaning that, on average, the best revised query im-
proved the MAP value of each initial query by a factor of 10. Another
interesting observation is that although our proposed workflow
leads to the smallest average number of improved revised queries
for all the configurations of ClueWeb09 (Table 3), since the average
MAP improvement rate for this input dataset is much higher than
the others (Table 4), still the resulting gold standard datasets based
on ClueWeb09 can be considered effective for evaluating supervised
query refinement methods.

It is worth noting that in our gold standard datasets, there are
some initial queries, namely impossible queries, whose MAP values
are zero. Our software workflow has effectively generated revised
queries for such impossible queries with improved MAP. However,
since it is impossible to report the value of MAP improvement rate
for those queries, they are excluded from our analysis in Table
4. In Table 5, the percentage of impossible queries in each gold
standard dataset is reported. As it is illustrated in this table, in
most gold standard datasets only less than 2% of the queries are
impossible queries. Therefore, although we effectively improved
their MAP value, we ignored these queries from our analysis when
reporting MAP improvement rate.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, i.e., query generation, we applied a
host of unsupervised query refinement methods to generate can-
didate queries for each initial query. To analyze the contribution
of each category of unsupervised query refinement techniques on
building the final gold standard dataset, we computed the percent-
age of best improved revised queries generated by each technique.
The results are shown in Table 6. The results show that although Se-
mantic Analysis, Wikipedia-based and Top Documents techniques
have had the greatest overall contribution, almost all the unsuper-
vised query refinement techniques have had fair contributions in
at least some gold standard datasets. This supports our idea of in-
cluding a host of unsupervised query refinement techniques in our
proposed process, since excluding each technique results in less
improvement rate for improved revised queries for at least some
gold standard datasets.

To further analyze the contribution of each category of unsuper-
vised query refinement techniques, we have reported the average
MAP improvement rate for each revised query generated by each cat-
egory in Table 7. Based on the results, Stemming, Wikipedia-based
and Semantic Analysis have had the best performance. However,
similar to our conclusion from Table 6, we can conclude that the con-
tribution of none of the unsupervised query refinement techniques
can be overlooked when generating the gold standard datasets.

To analyze how our proposed workflow performs on different
types of queries, we have divided all initial queries into four equal-
sized groups: hard, semi-hard, semi-easy and easy, based on their
MAP value. For example, those initial queries belonging to the low-
est quarter of MAP values are considered hard queries and those
belonging to the highest quarter of MAP values are easy queries. For
each query group, Table 8 reports the average number of improved
revised queries for each initial query belonging to that query group,
and Table 9 reports the average MAP improvement rate for each
initial query belonging to that query type. Based on the results in
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Table 10: The performance of three supervised query refinement baselines on the gold standard datasets.

ANMT (Seq2Seq) ACG (Seq2Seq + Attention) HRED-qs
ROUGE-L BLEU F1 ROUGE-L BLEU F1 ROUGE-L BLEU F1

BM25 25.68 17.84 0.268 37.46 23.01 0.385 43.25 29.51 0.451
BM25+RM3 27.18 17.91 0.279 32.13 19.39 0.33 38.89 26.94 0.404
QL 25.19 16.37 0.263 37.25 23.52 0.382 36.58 25.24 0.378

Ro
bu

st
04

QL+RM3 25.41 16.96 0.267 33.85 17.23 0.352 38.75 29.02 0.402
BM25 19.92 12.91 0.198 47.23 29.57 0.48 25.33 18.53 0.267
BM25+RM3 22.21 14 0.241 46.07 23.84 0.487 36.51 22.57 0.38
QL 17.02 11.4 0.179 38.39 19.04 0.397 22.25 13.42 0.231G

ov
2

QL+RM3 18.08 10.87 0.194 40.66 22.75 0.43 30.55 17.55 0.32
BM25 19.33 12.64 0.203 43.17 24.94 0.46 38.55 24.97 0.401
BM25+RM3 10.55 7.76 0.118 44.45 27.25 0.464 19.78 13.39 0.198
QL 15.28 1.77 0.161 48.34 25.17 0.505 33.72 24.58 0.348

Cl
ue
W
eb
09

QL+RM3 16.41 9.29 0.176 41.15 21.18 0.431 29.33 17.04 0.327
BM25 18.55 13.42 0.186 50.87 30.5 0.531 46.87 30.35 0.5
BM25+RM3 24.47 16.02 0.239 50.41 33.32 0.534 36.08 20.53 0.404
QL 12.56 6.06 0.156 43.48 2.59 0.479 24.37 12.78 0.298

Cl
ue
W
eb
12

QL+RM3 24.86 15.91 0.253 49.45 24.9 0.513 24.54 8.54 0.257
BM25 28.61 19.47 0.299 38.01 24.4 0.39 42.84 31.01 0.442
BM25+RM3 28.65 18.36 0.297 35.17 22.16 0.363 41.17 29.98 0.426
QL 24.97 17.6 0.262 34.99 23.36 0.368 39.3 29.74 0.405A

LL

QL+RM3 25.76 10.84 0.265 35.99 21.93 0.372 41.63 28.96 0.425

both tables, it can be concluded that the harder the initial query
is, the more successful our workflow will be in providing revised
queries with higher MAP values. Indeed, an initial easy query in-
cludes enough information to retrieve the related documents from
the corpus and it is more challenging to refine it to get better results.

4 ESTABLISHING BENCHMARKS ON REQUE
In order to establish query refinement baselines for the set of re-
leased ReQue gold standard datasets, we have adopted three state-
of-the-art supervised methods for query refinement that are based
on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architectures. Given an in-
put query, the trained query refinement model suggests a list of
improved revised queries. The three methods are as follows:

ANMT (Seq2Seq) [28] is an RNN-based encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture trained to take a sequence of queries, and generate a
corresponding sequence of suggested queries. In this model, the
encoder is a bidirectional RNN that learns the representation of
the input query sequence in two directions: left-to-right (forward
pass) and right-to-left (backward pass). The concatenation of the
resulting forward and backward hidden states creates the encoder
hidden states representing the query-level encoded information of
the input query sequence. The decoder is a unidirectional RNN that
decodes the context vector to generate the output query.

ACG (Seq2Seq + Attention) [12] is proposed to improve Seq2Seq
models by applying a global word-level attention mechanism on
top of the Seq2seq model, to learn the weights between the terms
of the initial query and the target suggested query. The word-level
attention mechanism dynamically changes the context vector by
assigning weights to the hidden states of the encoder during the
decoding process.

HRED-qs [38] is based on an end-to-end hierarchical recurrent
encoder-decoder architecture. This architecture encodes the query
session information at two levels: query level and session level.
Similar to Seq2Seq models, the query encoder is a bidirectional
RNN, which learns the query term sequence in two directions. The
session encoder is a unidirectional RNN, which encodes a session as
a sequence of queries. The search intent is formulated using query
encoding and its query session encoding. Finally, in the decoding
process, an RNN decoder is used for generating the next query
based on the results of the query-level and session-level encoders.

4.1 Results
We have conducted an experiment to show how the three above-
mentioned baselines perform on the ReQue datasets. For each gold
standard dataset belonging to ReQue, given the pairs {(𝑞, 𝑞′) |𝑞′ ∈
G𝑞,𝑟𝑚 },we randomly selected 70% for training, 15% for validation
and 15% for testing, with no overlapping as suggested by Ahmad et
al. [1]. After running each model for 100 epochs, we have reported
their performance on the test set in terms of ROUGE-L, BLEU and
F1 in Table 10. Based on table, although these baselines perform
differently on different gold standard datasets, in all the cases, ACG
and HRED-qs outperform ANMT in terms of all the evaluation
metric, and in most cases, ACG that uses the attention mechanism
to improve the simple Seq2Seq model outperform HRED-qs. The
similar observation is also reported in [1] and [12].

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we proposed a configurable workflow to generate
gold standard datasets for training and evaluating supervised query
refinement methods. Given an input query dataset, this process
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includes twomain components, i.e., query generation and query eval-
uation. In the query generation component, a host of unsupervised
query refinement approaches are utilized to generate candidate
queries for each query in the input dataset. Then, given an informa-
tion retrieval method and an evaluationmetric, the query evaluation
component selects those candidate queries that effectively improve
the performance of the retrieval method in terms of the given eval-
uation metric. To provide gold standard datasets, we configured
our workflow based on BM25, BM25+RM3, QL and QL+RM3 retrieval
methods and the MAP evaluation metric and applied the proposed
workflow on four representative ad-hoc retrieval corpora, namely
Robust04, Gov2, ClueWeb09 and ClueWeb12 and their associated
TREC topics as input. The resulting gold standard datasets, named
ReQue, and the source code of our developed process are publicly
released. Additionally, we reported the benchmark results for a set
of three state-of-the-art supervised query refinement methods on
ReQue datasets for future reproducibility purposes.
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